
    SKOOSH CLUB  

Senior Kids OOSH Club (Years 4-6)
   

  

  

Rights & Responsibilities Agreement 2020  

  

As a senior member of the centre, you are welcomed to the Senior Kids at OOSH (SKOOSH) program. This program is 

designed and aimed at children who are in Year 4,5,6. This agreement sets out the expectations of the Senior Program 

at Normanhurst West for the children to participate in.  

  

-Skoosh has a designated area that is their own. This area is set up with activities and equipment that are stored in 

the Resource Room and can be used in other rooms designated for Skoosh. As part of this, the children are expected 

to maintain the area and keep it clean. This includes assisting with pack-up times in both morning and afternoon 

sessions.  

-Children are to respect the staff and each other while in the program. This includes also looking after the younger 

children and assisting the staff where directed.  

-As part of the Skoosh Program, activities such as excursions and incursions are programmed during the term that are 

designed to be age appropriate for this age group only. This is a privilege and any children who do not follow the 

Skoosh rules displayed in the Skoosh Room will not be taken on any of these activities and therefore maybe declined 

the privilege to participate.  

-Children are to assist the staff during the roll call and head-count to ensure it runs smoothly and to assist in the 

safety of accounting for all children during the program each day.  

-Children are encouraged to provide feedback on appropriate activities and resources that can be sourced to enhance 

the program. Staff will incorporate ideas where possible into the program and acquire the resources for these to 

occur.  

  

  

  

  

Child’s name: _________________________     Signed:    __________     Date:   _    

  

Parent’s name: ________________________     Signed:    ________     Date:   _    


